PROACTOnDemand® - The Latest Root Cause Analysis SaaS Cloud Computing Innovation

Developed by Reliability Center, Inc. it is now possible to conduct RCA investigations online within a secured server database. Worldwide ~ 24/7.

PROACTOnDemand can build an invaluable analysis knowledge base within your organization that will preserve your analysis data for years to come. Most RCA methods and systems such as MORT, 5Y’s and Fishbone are easily accommodated by the PROACTOnDemand infrastructure.

Purchase your subscription online. Experience the immediate benefits of PROACT® software without significant start-up costs and training. RCI’s PROACT® System is designed to identify an organization’s most significant annual losses and then supplies the knowledge and tools to identify all the causes of any undesirable event. The ultimate goal of any RCA is to eliminate recurrence of undesirable events and increase productivity, reliability and safety.

PROACTOnDemand℠ Subscription Options

**PROACT® RCA Annual Subscription**
- Private and Secured OnDemand Analysis Database
- Collaborate & Produce Unlimited RCA Logic Trees
- Customizable Reports with PDF Creation & Print Options
- Accommodates Many RCA Methods and Systems
- Easy Account & RCA Set Up Wizards
- Teaming Features such as Permissions & Assignments
- Import Supporting Documents, Images and Video Clips
- Build & Retain an Invaluable RCA Knowledge Base

*Add On Feature: PROACT Logic Tree Knowledge Management Templates™*

**PROACT® RCA One Analysis/One Time Subscription**
This option includes all the robust features and benefits as the Annual Subscription except it is designed for a One Analysis/One Time user accessibility. This option is not renewable after the one analysis is published. If you are new to RCA and want to give it a try this is an excellent option.

*PROACT Logic Tree Knowledge Management Templates are not available for the One Analysis/One Time subscription.*

---

**Professional & Courteous Customer Service**

Our PROACT Experts are here to serve you. RCI supports you every step of the way during your RCA Analysis Process. You will have full access to product assistance such as:

- LIVE Demos by PROACT® Technicians
- How-To Videos
- Interactive FAQ Database
- Movies & PDF Tutorials
- Live Remote Assistance

Training and consulting opportunities are also available to all of our PROACT System users.

Explore every facet of any failure event by incorporating **PROACT Logic Tree Knowledge Management Templates™** into your RCA investigations. The template database houses over 400 completed logic trees that are each drilled down to the REAL root causes of the failure event. Don’t risk missing any possible cause!

**Your Analysis Data is Safe and Secure with RCI**

PROACTOnDemand℠ is a Certified VeriSign Secure Site. RCI protects client data utilizing encrypted and secured PCI compliant purchasing software and code authenticity with secure SSL to encrypt all data placed on the PROACTOnDemand servers. RCI servers are top of the line, Raid 5 – Failsafe Redundancy to ensure back up and delivery of our product functions and client analysis data.

**Learn More**

Our representatives are waiting to be of service to you. We can answer any questions you may have and assist you in your PROACTOnDemand usage.

Reliability Center, Inc.
804-458-0645
info@reliability.com
Reliability.com